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Executive Summary 

Utility factor (UF) of a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) refers to the ratio of miles travelled in electric 

mode to the total miles travelled. Standard UF curves provide a prediction of the expected achievable UF by 

a PHEV given its all-electric range (AER), but such predictions entail assumptions about both the driving 

patterns (distance travelled and energy intensity) and charging behavior. Studies have attempted to compare 

the real-world achieved UF by PHEVs to their standard values, but deviations can stem from deviations in 

assumptions about: i) achievable electric range, ii) travel distance and iii) charging frequency. In this paper, 

we derive analytical models for modified utility factor curves as function of both AER and charging behavior. 

We show that average charging frequency is insufficient to exactly predict UF but can still estimate bounds. 

Our generalized model can also provide insights towards PHEVs efficacy at reducing carbon emissions. 

 

Keywords: PHEV (plug in hybrid electric vehicle), Utility Factors, Charging, Travel Distance, Regulations 

Codes and Standards (RCS). 

1 Introduction 

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) have powertrains that combine traits of battery electric vehicles 

(BEVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). Driving energy in HEVs, much like conventional vehicles, 

comes from fuel that powers an internal combustion engine (ICE) [1], but HEVs also have electric motor(s) 

and battery that can assist in powering the vehicle (or completely power for short periods) and/or recapture 

energy during deceleration. The distinguishing feature of PHEVs compared to HEVs is having larger capacity 

batteries that allow the vehicle to travel appreciable distances, known as the all-electric range (AER), without 

turning on its ICE, plus the capability to charge the battery from grid electricity like BEVs.  

PHEVs have two main modes of driving: charge depletion (CD), in-which electric energy from the battery is 

the main source of power, and charge sustaining (CS), in-which fuel to the ICE is the main source of power. 

Utility factor (UF) of a PHEV generally refers to the ratio of miles travelled in CD mode to its total miles 

travelled [3]. It is important to acknowledge that different configurations and designs of PHEVs exist [4], 

and that under certain conditions and/or some PHEV powertrain designs, CD mode can involve small 

amounts of fuel consumption [5]. However, current work in this paper focuses on usage cases where fuel 

consumption in CD mode is mostly negligible. As such, within the context of this paper, CD mode can be 

interchangeably referred to as “EV mode” and CS mode referred to as “HEV mode”.  
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Different standards exist [3, 6, 7] that aim at predicting the expected UF by a PHEV as function of its AER, 

often presented as “UF curves”, with the most prominent of which being SAE J2841 [3]. These standard UF 

curves however entail underlying assumptions that may not necessarily by met by real-world PHEVs. Several 

modeling studies [8-10] have attempted to assess the effect of different drive patterns than those in SAE 

J2841, while other studies [11-13] have compared standard UF values with those that could be inferred from 

real-world PHEVs data. As discussed in [12, 13] and illustrated in Fig. 1, three main categories of reasons 

for why real-world UF may not align with standard UF curves include mismatch in assumptions about: i) 

attained AER, ii) actual travel distance and iii) charging frequency. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of three categories of assumptions mismatch between standard UF curves and real-world 

While examining the illustration in Fig. 1, a number of considerations ought to be kept in mind: 

• The gap between standard and real UF values (Fig. 1.a) as well as the categories of reasons 1-3 (Fig. 1.b) 

were drawn in the “negative” direction (i.e. real UF being less than the standard UF). However, this is 

primarily for illustrative purposes. In reality, it is plausible for any of the 3 categories of reasons or the 

overall gap to be in either the positive (i.e. better UF than the standard rating) or negative directions.  

• Each of the 3 main categories of reasons may include several sub-reasons, for example category #1 (real-

world attained AER) could be affected by the acceleration rate and speed driving style of vehicle owners, 

ambient temperature (which in turn affects both the efficiency of the electric powertrain, as well as the 

heating/cooling power consumption for climate control of the passenger cabin), weight of passengers 

and cargo, gradient of the terrain (uphill/downhill) or towing load.  

• It is also important to note that those 3 categories of reasons, while understood to be the main contributors 

to UF gap, are not the only contributing reasons, nor is it necessarily true that they are linearly-

independent. For example, some PHEV designs may utilize electric power for warming up the battery 

during cold climate while others might utilize an alternative approach such as briefly turning on the 

engine, which in turn might affect the observable miles travelled in CD or EV mode. 

• The (real-world) attained AER is not necessarily a static number like the nominal AER that gets published 

by regulatory agencies such as the US EPA [14]. In fact, the attained AER can change from day to day 

depending on the vehicle usage conditions. And, such daily variations in attained AER can have 

interactions with the other two categories of reasons (charging frequency and distance travelled). 

Nonetheless, to avoid over-complicating the problem, secondary interactions between the reasons and 

“all other/unknown” reasons are often lumped with one of the 3 main categories of reasons. 
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While SAE J2841 standard [3] has laid out the methodology for deriving UF curves from any dataset that 

provides a statistical distribution of vehicle miles travelled per day, the “standard UF values” quoted in the 

literature (such as [8, 9, 12, 13]) often refer to the UF curves shown in [3], which were derived from the 

vehicle daily miles travelled profile in the 2001 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS-2001) [15]. 

Several studies [6, 8-10] have shown alternative UF curves for different datasets of real world vehicle miles 

travelled, and in particular, Paffumi et. al. [10] considered models for additional daytime charging, thereby 

relaxing the typical assumption of “exactly once-only charging event (to full) before every drive day” in [3].  

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the current work in this paper is the first of its kind at attempting to 

lay out mathematical formulations for relaxing the typical once-only per drive day assumption to cases where 

the charging frequency is less than once per drive day. Like the work in [10], when considering charging 

frequency different than exactly-once per drive day, other assumptions come into play that result in a “family 

of plausible UF curves”, for which we also propose mathematical models that estimate the upper and lower 

bounds. Aside from cases of charging frequency less than once per drive day, we also propose mathematical 

models for plausible bounds on UF curves when the charging frequency is more than once per drive day. The 

outcome from the extended families of UF curves can then serve as a means of gauging the carbon emissions 

reduction benefit via PHEVs under a broader set of usage conditions.  

This paper started with a brief overview of relevant literature, as well as framing of the scope and motivation 

for the current work. The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: section 2 provides details of the 

mathematical models, along with examples of corresponding UF curves that illustrate how the curves change 

with various changes in assumptions. Section 3 provides a more in-depth discussion of the findings, along 

with projecting some estimates of carbon emission reduction benefits. The manuscript then concludes with 

some highlights of key findings and expected future work directions. 

2 Mathematical Model 

2.1 Notations and Assumptions 

Similar to SAE J2841 standard [3], the primary input to the mathematical model is a dataset for daily miles 

travelled by a sample of vehicles. Vehicles in the dataset don’t necessarily need to be PHEVs or any particular 

type of powertrain, and as such the methodology in [3] does not require any real-world charging information 

to be available in the dataset. In [3], UF for a hypothetical PHEV is calculated with the assumption that it 

would drive the same miles travelled profile, with a charging frequency of exactly one full charge before 

every drive-day (which we will denote as  = 1) and no charging during daytime (which we will denote as  

= 0). Section 2.2 in this manuscript will derive mathematical models for estimating the UF in cases when the 

charging is less than once before every drive day and no daytime charging (0 <  < 1,  = 0), while section 

2.3 will derive mathematical models for estimating the UF in cases when the charging is once before every 

drive day, plus some daytime charging ( = 1,  > 0). To be considered more closely representative of the 

real-world, the horizontal axis for such UF curves ought to be the real-world attained AER, which will be 

denoted by the symbol x. In such a setup, it is also implicitly assumed that “all other/unknown” reasons for 

UF gap are lumped with Fig. 1.b category of reasons #1 (attained AER). 

To better streamline the UF calculations in the mathematical model, for every vehicle sample i (i = 1 to N), 

the statistical profile for daily miles travelled is discretized and represented as a matrix of the number of 

driving days per year Dij, with the first index (i) referring to days of travel by a certain vehicle, while the 

second index j refers to a range of miles travelled per day, depending on a discretization parameter . For 

example, if  = 0.5 miles, then j = 10 refers to the range between 4.5 and 5.0 miles per day of travel distance. 

In this paper, we utilize the 2010-2012 California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) dataset [17], from which 

the matrix Dij has been extracted. To make it easier to replicate the work in the current paper, a copy of the 

matrix Dij has been placed in shared/public-accessible cloud storage [18]. Assuming the discretization 

parameter (), which was chosen at 0.5 miles, provides sufficient resolution, the annual miles travelled (lij) 

by a vehicle sample i on days with daily miles between (j – 1) and j is estimated (using upper-bounds for 

daily miles interval) via (Eqn. 1) as: 

ij ijl D j=         (1) 
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It follows that the total annual miles travelled by a vehicle (Li) and the probability density mass for fraction 

of the vehicle’s miles travelled (pij) on days with daily miles between (j – 1) and j can be calculated as: 

1

J

i ij

j

L l
=

=       (2) 

ij

ij

i

l
p

L
=        (3) 

where J is the maximum number of discretized bins of miles per day of travel. In the current work, with  = 

0.5 miles, J was set at a value of 2000, which means that days with more than 1000 miles of travel (very rare 

occurrences in CHTS dataset) were treated as if they were days with 1000 miles of travel. 

A reference iUF  value, conforming to the charging behavior assumptions of [3] (i.e.  = 1,  = 0) can then 

be calculated for each vehicle sample given the real-world attained AER (x) as: 

1

min( , )
( )

J

i ij

j

x j
UF x p

j



=

 
=  

 
      (4) 

In order to go from calculating a UF value for each vehicle in the dataset to a population-wide estimate, SAE 

J2841 defines two different UF metrics [3]: i) multi-day individual utility factor (MDIUF) and ii) fleet utility 

factor (FUF). Simply put, MDIUF is a “simple average” of the UF values calculated for each vehicle in the 

dataset, while FUF effectively weighs each vehicle in the dataset by its total miles travelled. The purpose and 

usage of the two metrics are different. While MDIUF represents the expected value of UF for a randomly 

drawn sample vehicle, FUF on the other hand, is an estimate of the total fraction of miles travelled by all 

vehicles that can be electrified. Furthermore, some datasets (CHTS included) can have representative weights 

for each of the vehicle samples that are often based on household demographics [19] so that weighing each 

sample by its representative weight (wi) effectively scales it up to the population that dataset is intended to 

represent (all of California in case of CHTS dataset). Calculation of MDIUF and FUF can thus be done as: 

1

1
( ) ( )

N

ii

i

MDIUF x w UF x
W =

=       (5) 

1

1
( ) ( )

N

ii i

i

FUF x L w UF x
Y =

=       (6) 

where W and Y are respectively the sum of vehicle sample weights and total weighed miles travelled, 

calculated as: 

1

N

i

i

W w
=

=       (7) 

1

N

i i

i

Y L w
=

=       (8) 

For datasets that don’t have vehicle sample weights, the typical assumption is to treat all vehicles equally 

(i.e. by setting all wi = 1 in Eqns. 5-7). For illustration purposes, the reference MDIUF and FUF curves (per 

Eqns. 5 & 6) for CHTS dataset are plotted in Fig. 2 for the range of real-world attained AER (x) between 0 

and 100 miles. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the reference values from SAE J2841 [3] that are based on NHTS-

2001. One notable observation in Fig. 2 is that the reference UF curves (both MDIUF and FUF) via CHTS 

seem to have larger UF numbers than the reference UF curves via NHTS-2001 at any given value of x. This 

implies that the recorded vehicle travel in CHTS generally had fewer miles per drive day than NHTS-2001. 

One plausible explanation to this could be the timing of data collection, where CHTS (data collected between 

2010 to 2012) could have been affected by the 2008-2009 recession period in the US. Another plausible 

explanation could be due to the method of data collection, where NHTS-2001 utilized self-reported trip 

lengths data, while CHTS data utilized in this paper came from on-board device (OBD) logging of the sample 

vehicles. However, regardless of what dataset is used, the mathematical modelling approach in this paper 

could still be applied. 
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Figure 2: Reference UF curves via CHTS and SAE J2841 (based on NHTS-2001) 

2.2 Charging Frequency Less than Once per Drive Day 

2.2.1 Overview 

As a note, when considering mathematical modelling for charging frequency less than once per drive day, we 

are specifically referring to the case where the overnight charging before every drive day is less than once 

per day (i.e. 0 <  < 1) and no daytime charging. To reduce clutter, we no longer mention daytime charging, 

but it should be understood that it is assumed that ( = 0) within section 2.2. It also ought to be noted that 

while  is assumed to be strictly greater than zero and strictly less than 1, this is only to exclude the trivial 

case of  = 0, for-which UF is zero, and the case of  = 1, for-which UF can be calculated via (Eqns. 5 & 6). 

Before building a mathematical model that addresses the fully general case of (0 <  < 1), we first consider 

a few special cases. 

2.2.2 Special Case: Binary Charging Behavior 

This special case considers a mathematical model where the charging frequency for each individual vehicle 

in the data set (i) can only take a value of either 0 or 1. In other words, while the overall average for the 

population of vehicles () is between 0 and 1, this average is only attained via one set of vehicles (A) always 

charging (i.e. i = 1, i  A), while some vehicles are never charging (i.e. i = 0, i  A). This can be 

mathematically expressed as: 

( ) ( )Bin
ii iUF x UF x=        (9) 

1
i i

i A

w
W

 


=         (10) 

where Bin

iUF  is the UF value for vehicle i with binary charging behavior, while iUF  is the reference UF 

value, computed via (Eqn. 4). When considering going from UF values for each vehicle (per Eqn. 9) to 

MDIUF and FUF estimates, it can make a big difference which vehicles are in set (A) of charging vehicles. 

As such, it is possible to estimate an expected value with assumption of independent likelihood (i.e. any 

vehicle in the dataset is equally likely to be in the set A), as well as upper and lower bounds. 

Expected Value w/ Independent Likelihood: when every vehicle in the dataset is equally likely to be in the 

set (A), it can be shown that the UF for each vehicle i reduces to its reference UF value multiplied by the 

population average charging frequency (), which in turn allows for computing MDIUF and FUF as: 

, ( ) ( )Bin IndMDIUF x MDIUF x=       (11) 

, ( ) ( )Bin IndFUF x FUF x=       (12) 
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Upper and Lower Bounds: to compute upper and lower bounds for MDIUF and FUF, we setup optimization 

problems for maximizing/minimizing UF values with “which vehicles are in the set A” (i.e. which vehicle 

samples have corresponding i = 1) as the decision variables. The optimization problem has the form: 

For MDIUF: Minimize/Maximize 
1

1
( ) ( )

N
Bin

iMDIUF i i

i

f x w UF x
W


=

=      (13) 

For FUF: Minimize/Maximize 
1

1
( ) ( )

N
Bin

iFUF i i i

i

f x w L UF x
Y


=

=      (14) 

Subject To:  
1

1 N

i i

i

w
W

 
=

 =      (15) 

 0,1i       (16) 

As a note, this optimization setup has the form of a linear program [20] (objective and constraints are linear 

in the decision variables i), with all other quantities in (Eqns. 13-15) being constant or possible to pre-

compute before running the optimization problem to determine the upper/lower bounds for MDIUF or FUF. 

However, in case of binary charging behavior, it is an integer-linear program (per the constraint in Eqn. 16). 

While a generic integer linear program can be challenging to solve, when the number of vehicles samples in 

the dataset is sufficiently large, the equality constraint in (Eqn. 15) can be satisfied within reasonable 

tolerance while relaxing the optimization problem to only solve its linear program version. Results of this 

model (Independent, Upper & Lower bounds) for  = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3.a. 

2.2.3 Special Case: All Vehicles with Same Charging Frequency 

This special case considers a mathematical model where the charging frequency for each individual vehicle 

in the data set (i) is exactly equal to the charging frequency of the population average (). In other words, 

this is a case where all vehicles in a population are behaving exactly the same in terms of frequency of 

charging. For this special case, going from vehicle UF to population MDIUF and FUF is fairly straight-

forward (similar to Eqns. 5 & 6) as: 

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Same Same

i i i

i

MDIUF x w UF x
W


=

=      (17) 

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Same Same

i i i i

i

FUF x L w UF x
Y


=

=      (18) 

However, calculation of UF for each vehicle sample as a function of its charging frequency (i = ) requires 

some further modelling assumptions. For this, we consider the calculation of an expected UF value based on 

an independent probability distribution for which days have a charging event before them, as well as upper 

and lower bounds.  

Expected Value w/ Independent Probability: when considering a set of drive days by a vehicle sample i such 

that any drive day has an equal chance as any other drive day of having an overnight charging, the chance of 

a charging event becomes a Bernoulli experiment [21] with a chance of success equal to the overall average 

(which is i = ). Under such conditions, the UF of a vehicle sample can be expressed as: 

, ( , ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ...Same Ind
i ii i i i iUF x UF x TDUF x   =  + −  +    (19) 

where the expression i (1 – i) that is multiplied by the second term in (Eqn. 19) represents the probability 

of the current driving day not having a charging event after the previous driving day had a charging event. 

We don’t consider the rest of the terms after the second term in (Eqn. 19) as they would be multiplied by i 

(1 – i)2 (or even smaller numbers), so we consider them negligible compared to the first two terms. The 

equivalent UF for two days in a row after one overnight charging event is calculated as: 

( )( )
1 1

( ) min ,max 0,
J J

ij
i ik

j k

p
TDUF x d j x k

j
 

= =

 
=   −  

 
     (20) 
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where dij is the probability density mass for vehicle i having a day with miles travelled within a certain range 

of miles per day: 

ij

ij

i

D
d

D
=       (21) 

1

J

i ij

j

D D
=

=       (22) 

As a sanity-check, one could confirm that the expression in (Eqn. 19) converges to the same expression in 

(Eqn. 9) as i approaches a value of either 0 or 1. 

Lower Bound: when considering a set of drive days by a vehicle sample, the temporal distribution of the 

charging events relative to driving days can have a significant effect on the attained UF. Generally speaking, 

when the charging events are mostly uniform spaced, this results in better UF than non-uniform spaced. For 

example, if i = 0.5 with uniform spacing, this means that a charging event happens exactly one per two drive 

days, which can maximize utilization of each charging event. The opposite, least favorable temporal 

distribution is when/if all the charging events happen on back-to-back drive days, while leaving a long gap 

of days without any charging events. Furthermore, if the stacked-up charging events are occurring before 

drive days that have the least contribution to attained electric miles, it would represent the lower bound for 

UF. To compute this lower bound, we set up an integer linear programming optimization problem similar to 

the setup in section 2.2.2, but with the decision variables (vj) controlling the temporal distribution of charging 

events. 

Minimize ,

1

min( , )
( , )

J
Same LB

i ij ij

j

x j
f x v p

j




=

 
=   

 
     (23) 

Subject To:  
1

1 J

ij ij i

ji

v d
D


=

 =       (24) 

 0,1ijv        (25) 

Upper Bound for i = 0.5: in this estimate of an upper bound for UF, it is assumed that the temporal 

distribution of charging events is exactly evenly spaced at one charging event per two drive days, while being 

statistically independent from the number of miles travelled on any given day. The UF can then be calculated 

in a similar manner as (Eqn. 19), but with the drive days either having a charging event or a charging event 

one day earlier (and no three or more drive days without a charging event): 

, , ( ) 0.5 ( ) 0.5 ( )Same UB Half
i iiUF x UF x TDUF x=  +      (26) 

Upper Bound: For cases when i < 0.5, we consider an upper bound for the UF via linear interpolation 

between zero and the upper bound value obtained from (Eqn. 26). This corresponds to a temporal distribution 

of charging events where a portion of the time horizon has evenly spaced charging events at a frequency of 

one per two drive days, while the rest of the time horizon has no charging events. Likewise, for cases when 

i > 0.5, we consider an upper bound for the UF via linear interpolation between the value obtained from 

(Eqn. 26) and the case when i = 1. This corresponds to a temporal distribution of charging events where a 

portion of the time horizon has evenly spaced charging events at a frequency of one per two drive days, while 

the rest of the time horizon has one charging event for every drive day. Combining the cases, the formula for 

upper bound is summarised as: 

, ,

,

, ,

2 ( )                                            0.5
( , )

(2 1) ( ) (2 2 ) ( )       0.5

Same UB Half

i i iSame UB

i i Same UB Half
ii i i i

UF x
UF x

UF x UF x

 


  

  
= 

−  + −  

  (27) 

Results of this model (Independent, Upper & Lower bounds) for  = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3.b. 
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Figure 3: Reference UF curves and various models for  = 0.5 

2.2.4 Generalized Upper and Lower Bounds 

Given some value () for the overall average frequency of charging, section 2.2.2 highlighted plausible the 

variations in UF by considering sensitivity to which vehicles within the population, while 2.2.3 highlighted 

plausible the variations in UF by considering sensitivity to the temporal distribution of charging events 

relative to daily miles travelled by each vehicle. We now set up a set of more generic optimization problems, 

whose optimal solution provides the overall upper/lower bound for MDIUF and FUF. 

For upper bound MDIUF: Maximize , ,

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Gen UB Same UB

MDIUF i i i

i

f x w UF x
W


=

=    (28) 

For lower bound MDIUF: Minimize , ,

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Gen LB Same LB

MDIUF i i i

i

f x w UF x
W


=

=    (29) 

For upper bound FUF:  Maximize , ,

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Gen UB Same UB

FUF i i i i

i

f x w L UF x
Y


=

=    (30) 
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For lower bound FUF:  Minimize , ,

1

1
( ) ( , )

N
Gen LB Same LB

FUF i i i i

i

f x w L UF x
Y


=

=    (31) 

Subject To: 
1

1 N

i i

i

w
W

 
=

 =      (32) 

0 1i       (33) 

To calculate the upper or lower bounds for MDIUF or FUF, one needs to utilize the appropriate objective 

(among Eqns. 29-31) along with the constraints in (Eqns. 32 & 33). Though the constraints are linear and the 

decision variables are continuous (which generally makes the optimization problem easier to solve than 

integer programming), the objective functions, which includes terms defined in section 2.2.3 can have 

nonlinear terms in (i), such as the terms defined via (Eqn. 19) or even sub-optimization problems, such as 

when estimating lower bounds for an individual vehicle sample via (Eqns. 23-25). As such, the optimization 

approach we tested for solving (Eqns. 29-33) is the nonlinear programming technique known as successive 

linear programming [22]. The calculated upper and lower bound UF curves for  = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3.c. 

2.3 Charging Frequency More than Once per Drive Day 

There seems to be a perception that additional charging events beyond once per drive day tend to have 

diminishing returns. Part of this perception may come from some daytime charging events being limited by 

available time (e.g. charging a PHEV while the owner is shopping) and therefore do not completely top off 

the battery/restore full electric driving range. The other issue about daytime charging events is the timing 

relative to miles travelled on a given day. Even a top-off charging event may not add many electric miles if 

it happened too early or too late during a drive day. Furthermore, if a daytime charging event occurs on a day 

where the miles travelled are less than the electric range of the PHEV, there would be no “additional” electric 

miles on that day. As such, one may find corner cases where a lower bound on UF for ( = 1,  > 0) isn’t 

noticeably better than the reference case of ( = 1,  = 0). Thus, in this section we focus more on plausible 

estimates of UF than minimum/maximum upper and lower bounds.  

We develop mathematical models for estimation of UF factor for vehicles that charge to full before every 

drive day and get a second full top-off charging event on some of the drive days, in other words the case of 

( = 1, 0 <  ≤ 1). We assume the daytime charging events have independent probability of occurring (i.e. 

any drive day is equally likely to have a second charging event), which allows formulating a generic estimate 

of the UF of a sample vehicle as: 

,

1

min( , ) ( )
( , )

J
Daytime Ind

i i ij i

j

x j j
UF x p

j j

 
 

 =

    
= +    

    
    (34) 

where the function ( )j  in the second term of (Eqn. 34) represents the expected value for additional electric 

miles on a day with travel distance equal to ( j ) due to the occurrence of a daytime charging event. The 

additional electric miles are naturally function of both the total miles travelled during that day as well as 

when the daytime charging event occurs, and can be expressed as: 

0

0                                      

( )
( ) ( )                

j

y

j x

j
y g y dy j x






 

=




 = 
 




     (35) 

min( , )

( )

y j x y x

y x x y j x

j y y j x



 

 

− 


=   −
 −  −

     (36) 

where the function ( )g y  is the probability density function for occurrence of the daytime charging event 

after how many miles (y) have been travelled. In demonstration of this model (as shown in Fig. 4), we utilize 

the Exponential distribution [21], which is a typical assumption for random arrivals in queueing systems. The 
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distribution is also shifted such that the daytime charging event wouldn’t occur until half the electric range 

has been travelled, and the exponential parameter is set to have the average occurrence of the daytime 

charging event between half the electric range and the full electric range. We also note that (Eqn. 34) can be 

used to estimate UF if all vehicles in the dataset had the same frequency for daytime charging (which we 

consider as a plausible scenario), or i can have binary (0 or 1) values and an integer linear optimization 

framework (similar to section 2.2.2) can be applied to estimate upper and lower bounds, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 4: Plausible and Upper/Lower UF curves for select modelled charging frequency 

3 Discussion 

British statistician George Box once famously wrote the line “All models are wrong, some are useful”. When 

one reflects about when the concept of UF and UF curves were originally being developed (with standard 

assumptions), one of the main appeal points was that UF curves were relatively “easy” to use and understand. 

However, when standard assumptions are called into question in order to create more realistic real-world 

behavior models, it becomes apparent that real-world UF observations can be affected by many complex 

details. Perhaps the primary contribution in this work is not so much the calculation of UF curves for various 

charging frequencies, as it is bringing into focus how wide the difference between upper and lower bounds 

can be in some cases, as observed in Fig. 4. It also ought to not be forgotten that the modelling work in 

sections 2.2 and 2.3 is still involving several simplifying assumptions such as independent probabilities, or 

consideration of daytime charging only after overnight charging before a drive day has been fulfilled, when 

in reality, some vehicle owners may not necessarily charge before every drive day, but they can still 

occasionally do daytime charging. It may be possible to further verify the degree of validity of such 

assumptions by comparing with real-world PHEVs data, though this would require some much higher detail 

vehicles data than is typically available via public travel surveys, but such validation work is beyond the 

scope of current paper. 

Another issue about the concept of UF that is often ignored in favor of it being easy to use, is that UF can be 

taken as a proxy estimate of only the tail-pipe emissions from a PHEV, which implicitly ignores the fact that 

electric miles also have equivalent carbon emissions depending on the fuel mix for the electricity generation. 

What could be a more relevant metric for gauging the benefit of PHEVs is considering how much well-to-

wheels [23] reduction of carbon emissions they can bring, compared to an equivalent conventional vehicle. 

For a present-day scenario demonstrating such concept, we use the EPA label values [14] for 2022 RAV4 and 

RAV4 Prime (respectively at 29 MPG, 38 MPG CS mode & 0.36 kWh/mile CD mode), along with 2021 

average carbon intensity for the US electric grid at ~450 g-CO2/kWh (calculated via fuel mix information 

from US EIA [24] and GREET model [23]) along with 10,778 g-CO2/gal for E10 gasoline. We also consider 

scenarios for the year 2050 with projected carbon intensity for electricity at 180 g-CO2/kWh, as well as 50% 

reduced carbon intensity gasoline. Using plausible FUF values (from Fig. 4.b) at different charging 

frequencies, carbon emissions offset results for the considered scenarios are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: Select carbon emissions offset scenarios relative to an equivalent conventional vehicle 

Considering the bigger picture of well-to-wheels analysis (Fig. 5) can dramatically change the sensitivity of 

carbon emission reductions (relative to an equivalent conventional vehicle) to the charging frequency of 

PHEVs. In fact, at present-day average US electric grid, the carbon emissions in CD mode (electric) miles 

are only about 25% less than the carbon emissions per mile travelled in CS mode on E10 gasoline blend. 

While a 50 mile AER PHEV (scenario 1 in Fig. 5) offsets about 37% of the carbon emissions of an equivalent 

conventional vehicle when charged exactly once per drive day, the same PHEV can still offset about 31% of 

the carbon emissions when its frequency of charging is 0.5 (once per two drive days on average). The 

difference between a 50 mile and 80 mile AER PHEV also appears minimal in (scenario 1 Fig. 5). With lower 

carbon intensity in the electric grid and no change in the gasoline blend (scenario 2 in Fig. 5), the difference 

between 50 mile and 80 mile AER, as well as the sensitivity to charging frequency becomes more 

pronounced. However, it also stands to reason that future liquid fuels would have an increased fraction of 

biofuels and/or carbon-capture/synthetic fuels that are lower in carbon intensity. In such cases (scenario 3 in 

Fig. 5), can still be an attractive option across a broad range of usage conditions. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper considered extension of the standard assumptions for generating UF curves, with the aim of 

encompassing a broader range of realistic charging behavior by PHEV owners. Mathematical models were 

proposed that address a specific number of cases, as well as an optimization framework that can be utilized 

to estimate upper and lower bounds. Though UF is a fairly simple concept, it has the drawback of not being 

indicative of the bigger picture (such as well-to-wheels or full lifecycle) of carbon emissions. When 

considering well-to-wheels, it can be shown that the carbon emissions reduction benefits of a PHEV relative 

to an equivalent conventional vehicle are not very sensitive to the frequency of charging or longer than 50 

miles AER unless the difference in carbon intensity between CD mode and CS mode is high (which doesn’t 

occur except with very low carbon electricity and high fossil content liquid fuels). Future extensions of this 

work may include comparison with detailed real-world PHEVs data in order to gauge the realism of the 

various assumptions in the proposed mathematical models. 
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